
 

 

PRESS RELEASE  

HESCO Armor announces M210 Ballistic Insert with full AK-47 protection. 

 
APRIL 2021, Aberdeen WA, USA: HESCO® Armor adds a new Special Rifle Threat ballistic insert 
model, M210 to its extensive range of ballistic resistant plates. Engineered with local authorities in 
mind, this lightweight plate offers optimum performance and cutting-edge technology, priced to fit 
budget forecasts. 
  
With zero compromise on quality, the M210 ballistic insert includes advanced SPECTRA® design with 
full AK-47 protection including 7.62 x 39 API. Multi shot rating. Finished with water repellent 
polyurethane coated CORDURA® fabric, it is available in swimmer multi-curve and SAPI multi-curve 
cuts.  
 
As part of an ongoing initiative to produce more inclusive products, the M210 is the first in Hesco 
Armor’s range to be available in Swimmer Small size. Measuring up at 9”x11”, it offers a new, more 
practical option for smaller framed users while still fitting into standard swimmer cut carriers.  
 
Jeremy Gray, President of Hesco Armor, says:  
 
“We specialize in engineering military grade protection for law enforcement, and we always have our end-
user needs at the forefront of everything we do. Many of our customers need the highest level of 
protection but are purchasing from a strict budget. We engineered the M210 plate to meet this demand, 
so they have the protection they need when it counts most.” 
 
HESCO Ballistic Inserts are manufactured in Washington State, USA. For more information about the 
new M210, contact your local HESCO® distributor or regional sales representative. 
 
About HESCO 
 
Hesco (http://www.hesco.com) is a world leader and innovator in defense, perimeter protection and 
security systems, including defensive barriers, flood barriers, rapid deployment systems, safe haven 
bunkers and ballistic resistant body armor. 
 
Hesco is synonymous with force protection and is recognized across the industry for its commitment to 
saving lives, property and the environment, whenever and wherever it is needed. 
 
Hesco Representatives will be at SHOT Show, Las Vegas, in January showcasing new body armor 
range and law enforcement training grounds. 
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